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Samsung health compatible devices

This application is only available on the application store for the phone. Samsung Health is currently compatible with Samsung Gear S2, Samsung Gear S3, Samsung Gear S4, Gear Fit2, Gear Fit2 Pro, Gear Games, Galaxy Fit, Galaxy Fit (E), Galaxy Watch Active2, Galaxy Watch3 and
Galaxy Fit2 only. Samsung Health provides basic, but essential features that help you improve your health. Samsung Health analyzes your workout and activity history, and helps you gain weight loss and lead a healthy lifestyle. Using several trackers, you can organize your walking,
running, cycling, mountain climbing, indoor workout, and outdoor workout statistics, etc. while useful tips and workout programs based on your custom settings help you meet your workout objective. 42 languages include English, French and Chinese; English is supported for other language
areas. The available features may differ by region, service provider, and device model. You can manage data through a samsung account. Samsung Health should only be used to improve physical fitness and health, and can't be used for diagnosis disorders or conditions, or to treat,
prevent diseases, treatments, or disorders. Apple's Health can share this data with Samsung Health to provide your step count tracks and a valid step count. The user can control permissions for this collaboration in Apple Health settings. December 21, 2020 version 1.14.4-Bug Reform and
the latest update for this app to improve stability was great, thank you for including HR under a gear fit when the matrix attached pro 2. I'm looking at this application more than I see my Apple Health app (because I want to buy a gear 2 pro at some stage). At any given time you can increase
tension and climb into floor matrix? And THE SPO2 ? Unless possible because of the phone's limitations (because it doesn't have red light sensors like your phones). Well, thanks for working on this app for iPhone users, it's very appreciated!!! Update: Thanks for sending me an e-mail
samsung! The iPhone is built into a barometer, so that's why I wonder if you can build in being aware of the floor but it's good to know that you'll have a gear-foot-2 pro contact then it will work. Thanks to the stress and measurement of SPO2, use flash and camera to calculate heart rate on
the phone that the applications exist but I'm not sure if you need a special red light sensor like the one on samsung phones to measure the SPO2. Thanks for looking for american iPhone folk again, some of us are definitely encouraged by your yearables upline! Dear Bonissemshar, thank
you very much for your feedback. Floor-treckar already has support. If you are synchronized with your gear device This tracker is automatically enabled if some floor data is recorded. We will take a note about the tension and SPO2 and will move to our development team. (You are right that
the iPhone does not have a heart Sensors) We hope to bring new features into our application and we believe you will like them. Thanks again for your feedback! I bought the new iPhone 11 Pro and research edit well and bought the 42mm Samsung Galaxy Watch after being assured they
were compatible with the phone and Samsung Health application. After spending more time on live chat with Samsung and talking with Telastra it actually looks like my watch will not be synchronized with the Samsung Health app on iso (13.6). The watch pairs with the iPhone with the
weables application and via Bluetooth but not with samsung health. Very disappointed. You can update the application to allow compatibility with pls iso 13.6! As described above, the problems are not connected to the watch on the iPhone 11 Pro. I have described it above as done but the
problem is connected and the samsung health app is consistent to look at. Although connected to phones and watch, this is not a device attached when I search for the watch in the app. This is the app that needs to be synchronized with the Watch! All of these suggestions have been retried
and the link also sent you. Still nothing. I should be able to connect to being iOS 13.6 as far as I can see. If someone can contact me about this issue or confirm that my device is also in line with the mixed diet iOS? Dear user, we apologize for this issue. Please report this through the app to
contact our system log and development team. You can watch this video to know: (Samsung Health: Sending Error Report). Thank you. This application constantly disconnects from the clock and it is worse since the last update. Any time I want to look at my health data, the app says that
there is no portable device attached and I have to restart its watch to connect and transfer data. Now all the time. It is ridiculously painful at the point of defeating the goal of being a portable device with a synchronized application. I understand the limitations of being connected to a
Bluetooth device in the iOS environment, but that's not really the problem. The matter is that APP will not recognize the watch when the application is opened and it takes a reboot to speak with. I didn't have to restart the clock all the time- it's funny. I doubt it's a problem with connecting to
the phone because samsung watch application does not bear the same problem; It just stays connected properly. This health app is a problem. I will give the application to four or five stars if it remains attached because the features are very good. However, these features are near erased if
it will not re-obtain the data. Hello user, it's really unfortunate to hear. To resolve this, try the following steps: 1. Update your portable software. You can see this video how: ? v = (Without phone you update the software on samsung smartwatch | Samsung Samsung Go to your phone
settings and scroll apps down; toggle on background app updates for both Samsung Health and Galaxy Watch app. Tell us how it goes. Be healthy and safe. The developer, Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd., has indicated that the app's privacy practices may include handling the data
described below. For more information, see The Privacy Policy of the Development Development Center. The following data can be collected but not linked to your identity: Health &amp; Fitness Location Contact Information Identifier The privacy of data assessment may differ, for example,
based on the characteristics you use or your age. Find out more On-Site App Support Privacy Policy This application is available only on the Application Store for phones. Samsung Health is currently compatible with Samsung Gear S2, Samsung Gear S3, Samsung Gear S4, Gear Fit2,
Gear Fit2 Pro, Gear Games, Galaxy Fit, Galaxy Fit (E), Galaxy Watch Active2, Galaxy Watch3 and Galaxy Fit2 only. Samsung Health provides basic, but essential features that help you improve your health. Samsung Health analyzes your workout and activity history, and helps you gain
weight loss and lead a healthy lifestyle. Using several trackers, you can organize your walking, running, cycling, mountain climbing, indoor workout, and outdoor workout statistics, etc. while useful tips and workout programs based on your custom settings help you meet your workout
objective. 42 languages include English, French and Chinese; English is supported for other language areas. The available features may differ by region, service provider, and device model. You can manage data through a samsung account. Samsung Health should only be used to
improve physical fitness and health, and can't be used for diagnosis disorders or conditions, or to treat, prevent diseases, treatments, or disorders. Apple's Health can share this data with Samsung Health to provide your step count tracks and a valid step count. The user can control
permissions for this collaboration in Apple Health settings. December 21, 2020 version 1.14.4-Bug improvements and stability improvements used the Samsung Health application for some time while I had my samsung phone. I enjoyed the functionality of the application and enjoyed the
heart rate monitoring sensor associated with the Samsung phone and application. My Samsung phone fell down and my family members are all in-phone users so I'm now using an iphone. I was disappointed that I could not find one of the most involved applications such as the Samsung
Health Application. I downloaded it again on my iPhone and I am happy again other than the fact that I have no heart rate sensor on my phone to use with the application. Me one The app will be related to HR. I recommend this application for its functions and ease of use!!!! There are many
different fitness types to select this application, an active pedometer, pedometer, Varieties to track food consumption for nutrition. I am currently using a food intake function to track and limit my calories and I am also happy with this function! Dear user, we appreciate the well thought and
detailed review and we are happy that the app is serving you well, thank you for using Samsung Health. Samsung has a special sensor to detect phones and measure your heart rate, it is not available in the sensor phone so it cannot be used to measure your heart rate. You will need a
portable device for this. Hope you have a great day! The app is mostly what you want from the health tracker, although the interface is not completely unhealthy. You can view and add data to the targets display or by clicking on a treaper item. I don't think they take you to different interfaces
for the same data. It didn't make the developers decide on one approach, so they gave us both, but both are incomplete without the other approach. Much better with the latest version of synchronization software, plus a firmware update on my G3 Watch. The biggest problem for me is a
date/time bug that affects entering dinner details. Think it's not the right account for your local time zone (I'm on EDT) so the entry will disappear for today and will appear for tomorrow instead. Sometimes it does not take place immediately, so you expect to briefly change them only. Super-
light is no good way for the user to fix it as it looks and force the date, and you can't delete the data for tomorrow, as well as tomorrow. I have also seen that it is trying to correct the previous day's data despite the date and time being set clearly. Dear Crush_D, we are happy that the app is
working well for you now. We will request you to report this time zone issue through the app so that we contact us with screenshots and system logs to check the development team. You can see this video to find out how to report an error: (Samsung Health: Sending Error Report). We
appreciate your patience and understanding of the matter, thank you! I'm disappointed to inform that this application just did not work. I correctly linked my Galaxy Enabled watch to the Galaxy Watch app, but the health app does not recognize that I have linked it, and does not synchronize
any data. The Bluetooth and Galaxy Clock app shows that it is connected correctly but the health app refuses to sync. I dug through all the forums and tried all the solutions and nothing worked. I've redownloaded both the applications, reset the clock, turn it off on my phone and off It has
been manually disconnected from Bluetooth, so on. Hey got very disappointed, and it would give a 0 that it would not match any data. I highly propose to get each other Watch (my old lobet work is wonderful) and the Samsung watch back you can still do. I read all the negative comments
and still assume that the tilled will do my job. He didn't. Please take the watch back and avoid a situation like mine. Just in case you need to be more convincing, please note that instant Google search will tell you that samsung watch is notorious for complaints about The Indius. I beg you-
don't like me and waste money. Take back the watch and buy it from another vendor. Dear Jamata Mary, We apologize for the pain. Please report this issue through the app to contact us with system logs and screenshots in the development team. Also, while reporting it, please write down
details about the issue you have. You can watch this video to know: (Samsung Health: Report of the Send Error) thank you. The developer, Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd., has indicated that the app's privacy practices may include handling the data described below. For more information,
see The Privacy Policy of the Development Development Center. The following data can be collected but not linked to your identity: Health &amp; Fitness Location Contact Information Identifier The privacy of data assessment may differ, for example, based on the characteristics you use or
your age. Find out more On-The-Website App Support Privacy Policy Policy
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